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The world's best team building events for businesses & organisations of all types & size. Founded in the Corporate
Games are the world's largest multisport festivals for businesses with great sports and fabulous celebrations for.

They possess all the skills they need to succeed in the political arena â€” but all too often, no-one has taught
them the rules of the game. What makes an individual successful in the "political arena"? According to
research by Dr. Rick Brandon and Dr. Marty Seldman, successful politicians possess both mental
empowerment - they "think and feel" positively about politics â€” as well as the skills to build a powerful
reputation, network and presence within the organisation. Plenty of women conduct themselves with style and
grace, excelling at public relations and relationship-building. All of this comes easy to women. Research
shows that women are more intuitive, able to use both the right and left side of their brains simultaneously and
more emotionally intelligent. They possess the skills that lead to success in the political arena. So why do
women struggle with "being political"? But when I asked her why she found these fun but disliked political
games, she was stumped. The answer lies, I believe, in two basic facts. First, she considered this "game" an
unseemly and unnecessary one to be avoided if at all possible. Second, no one ever taught her the rules to the
game of politics. Her father had taught her the rules of golf. Monopoly comes with a set of rules on the lid.
The rules to Sudoku are printed above the game in the newspaper. If my delegate knew the rules, would she be
willing to play? I think the answer is yes! So, here in black and white, I will attempt to codify the rules of the
game for women. What other game allows you to win, loose or come in 5th place when you choose not to
play? Being the bench warmer is not a desirable position to hold. Why not channel the energy you expend
fuming about all the Machiavellian behavior into finding a way onto the playing field? We look at ideas,
recommendations, and proposals through our own set of lenses. Either you can convince your stakeholder to
buy a new pair of specs or you can polish and present your idea such that it looks beautiful through the specs
your stakeholder is currently wearing. The same holds true for being politically savvy. Know your unique
strengths and leverage these to support your success. You must also have a sales and marketing function to go
out and sell the ideas to the public. You probably generate a number of fabulous ideas. But do you know how
to brand, market and sell the idea to others? Often, when we fail to get our ideas heard, we assume it must be a
faulty idea. Or the right idea presented at the wrong time. Perhaps it is a case of the right idea presented at the
right time but to the wrong person or in the wrong manner. And in the Netherlands, being noticed is not
necessarily a good thing. The Dutch believe in equality. No one is better than anyone else. No one should
stand out. Many of us were raised with strong parental or cultural messages about self-promotion. Working
hard but then staying quiet about what your accomplishments is like lighting a candle and hiding it under a
bushel. First, no will see you shine. Second, your career could extinguish from lack of oxygen. Research
shows that men are promoted based on potential while women are judged on their track record. If your
accomplishments are not visible to others, opportunities are not likely to come your way. So when you do
deliver, you better find a way to talk about it! Your track record counts and the decision-makers must know
how many races your have completed, what place you came in and what you are doing to ensure the next win.
Women, more than men, tend to believe in a meritocracy; that the world is fair. But some people are blessed
with great intelligence; others possess great beauty. Some of us have access to better schooling. Others have
parents who can open doors. Some of us have natural talents in the area of sports, art or music. And how we
use our time determines whether we have an advantage. So take a look at how you manage your time. Do you
spend as much time communicating upward as downward? Rule 9 There are friends - and there are allies
Women tend to want to work with and build relationships with people they like. Friendships play a significant
role when it comes to levels of engagement. We know this from Gallup research conducted on Employee
Engagement. I am not encouraging you to build relationships with the "sharks or Machiavellians" in the
organization. I encourage the women I coach to answer the following questions, "If you had power, what
would you do with it? They would use their power wisely. So now that the rules are clear, I hope that the
women reading this will understand the importance of being politically savvy and be more comfortable
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"playing the game". It seems many talented women managers are just not interested in climbing corporate
ladders and are leaving to start their own businesses. My hope is that one day I will see more of these powerful
women staying and make a real impact at the tops of their organizations.
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Create your career masterpiece by mastering the corporate game, according to these rules: Prepare for the rules to
change while you're still playing. Realize that Trust is the only currency of the Corporate game.

However, having too many personal-space-invasion games, like "pass the orange with your neck," can quickly
make your workers feel uncomfortable and awkward. Instead, plan an event around fun party games that
encourage teamwork, creativity and a community spirit that your guests will enjoy. Trivia Games Many
people love trivia games. Integrate questions about the company into your trivia questions. Accomplish this
type of game by having guests answer questions from electronic devices on their tables. Use an overhead
display and a game template. You can also send employees lists of questions to answer in advance and later
incorporate these questions and their answers into a "Family Feud"-style game at the event. Scavenger Hunt
Scavenger hunts encourage teamwork and creativity. Prepare a list of clues based on history, politics or
information about the company. Create a trail so that employees follow it to find subsequent clues. Have some
type of prize for the team that reaches the destination first. Outdoor Games Corporate events may be held
outdoors to supply enough space for all of the company employees. Take advantage of your outdoor location
by featuring outdoor activities. Employees can take part in Velcro jumping by wearing a Velcro suit and
jumping on an adhesive wall. Paintball and miniature golf are also games that competitive employees will
likely enjoy. A dunk tank is a favorite carnival game, and employees will be inspired if they get to dunk their
boss. Charades or Pictionary Sometimes when employees act goofy, it can help break the ice. Organize a silly
game that relies on the creativity of the workforce, such as Charades or Pictionary. Employees can act out
different clues for Charades or draw elaborate pictures for Pictionary. Challenge Games Games that feature a
challenge can motivate your employees to work together in a common goal. Some options are having a
tug-of-war, relay race, three-legged race or potato-sack race. Add silly variations on these classics by having
guests wrap their teammates in toilet paper or have them dress in clothes of the opposite gender before
proceeding to the next portion of the race.
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The corporate game taught me that values translate into behavioursâ€”good or badâ€”and that my communication style
is a reflection of my values. I'm a clear, no-nonsense, direct communicator. I'm a clear, no-nonsense, direct
communicator.

Starting Out[ edit ] When starting a game, the player picks a company specialty. Three specialties are
available: Each specialty doubles productivity in that area. After picking a specialty, the start screen allows
choice of how many opponents to be faced, the difficulty of the game, what map will be used both real and
fictional maps are available , starting funds, and what industry is to be competed in. Exploring[ edit ] The
game is started at the home site which is randomly chosen on the map and with one sales executive. To
introduce and sell the product to other regions, the region must be investigated. This process can take from 3
to 10 weeks depending on how far they are from the sites. After an area is explored, the player will know the
market leader, if opponents have sites or units there, if the region has a resource, as well as statistics like what
the targeted area desires in a product, their concerns with price, and how rich the region is. The Sales
Executives[ edit ] The sales executives increase market penetration the percentage of stores carrying the
product in their regions and all regions up to two spaces away from each executive. The sales executive can be
moved around the map freely by plane; however, while in transit he will not grant any penetration benefit. To
gain more sales executives the profit must be increased to a certain level by the end of a year. This gets harder
later on as the amount to gain a new executive increases. It is also possible to get them through the use of
Direct Action Cards. Manufacturing, research, and marketing buildings can be built and upgraded. Additional
sites can be purchased but they become progressively more expensive. Other buildings include an intelligence
facility, which will generate and display information in the form of graphs. Company stores can be built at any
site to decrease employee expenses and therefore lower employee cost. To get better performance a training
center will increase employee efficiency. Marketing, manufacturing, and researching buildings can be
accessed in order to make adjustments to the multiple operations within the company. Sales buildings act
similarly to sales executives that cannot be moved from region to region. The Marketing Department[ edit ]
When a marketing building is built, it will be possible to hire and fire marketers. Marketing associates can be
used to create marketing campaigns. As campaigns are created, marketing associate availability drops and the
player is forced to build more marketing buildings in order to have more campaigns. These buildings can be
upgraded to have more employees and to have more powerful marketing campaigns. For media, there are
advertisements to print, and radio and television campaigns. Marketing campaigns can be moved from region
to region similarly to a sales executive. The Manufacturing[ edit ] Starting with a simple garage, the player can
upgrade to factories. Larger factories, and hire of additional employees, increase efficiency. Employees can be
hired or fired as demand rises or falls. The production screen is where the price of the product is set. If the
product is better compared to other companies then an overcharge can be made. The price should not be raised
too far as demand will drop quickly if there are different companies in the same area and market leadership
could be lost. Research[ edit ] This is where scientists develop new technologies to upgrade the product. The
bigger the research building, the more scientists can be hired. Four projects can be queued so the player does
not have to constantly have to come back to the screen and choose new technologies. Different projects also
give different bonuses, such as decreasing the cost to manufacture or increase the appeal to consumers. Direct
Action Cards[ edit ] Different regions may or may not have a resource in them. There are five resource types:
Labor, Government, Intelligence, Marketing, and Underworld. Every year that a region is controlled that has a
resource is one resource point. Having resource points allows the play of direct action cards. The game is
started with two cards and an additional card is received every year. Direct action cards cost resources, and
may have a monetary cost in addition. Cards have effects such as receiving money from the government, a
research boon, revealing large blocks of regions, twisting the desires of consumers, physical destruction of
competitors assets, cutting costs through illegal activities, and publicity boosts. The direct action card system
has been likened to the card game Magic: Recently a fan of the game known as Money has tried to reunite the
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TCM community by creating a forum, tutorials, help, and support. The community is considering creating a
new, more reliable server on which to play see external links.
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"Life is a game and there is no better place to illustrate the game of life than the corporate game," she tells us. "Much
like professional sports teams, the corporate game consists of key.

The overwhelming consensus is yes, but the key to keeping your own authentic self in tact is the way in which
you play. I earn a six-figure income and am a wife and mother. I feel a passion for what I do and am well
respected. You must be vocal about what matters to you and be willing to sacrifice to lead the team to bigger
and better victories. You must be willing to connect with others in your company and in the industry. This
may mean doing a few favors for your connections in hopes they will repay you sometime in the future. This
could also mean stroking a few egos. So if you are the no-nonsense, straight-ahead type, it might be hard for
you to throw out praise. Risk is a major part of playing the game; you must be willing to work outside your
comfort zone. And this can be scary for some as your chances of failing are greaterâ€”but you also have a lot
to win if you succeed. Again, if you are not one to make nice with people you may not like, this could be
difficult. Playing the game as a woman can bring a different set of rules as well. Women sometimes think
being humble is the best course of action, but in the corporate game you must take credit for your
accomplishments. They should do what they like to do and are good at. They will definitely have to be able to
work with and for diverse people and be able to navigate in the game. If you are not your authentic self, people
will not only lose respect for you but your credibility will go out the window. Not playing the game could
affect your career negatively as well, as will playing it safe. If you decide to skip the game altogether be ready
for a steeper climb up the ladder, explains Lindley. Do you play the corporate game? Trending on
MadameNoire Comment Disclaimer: Comments that contain profane or derogatory language, video links or
exceed words will require approval by a moderator before appearing in the comment section. By continuing to
use this site, you agree to our updated Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.
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Corporate Games participants are invited to enter their ten (10) best images, per company, captured during the
Corporate Games, between Opening and Closing Ceremonies, including all event competitions and community service
projects.

The mother lode is unpaid business taxes, largely from foreign corporations doing business in the United
States. In effect, like street-corner artists hiding peas under walnut shells, such companies play games with
their profits. By manipulating the prices charged among their own subsidiaries, the multinationals can
concentrate profits in countries with low corporate rates and thus get away with a smaller total tax bite chart.
The bottom line is that most foreign corporations operating in the United States pay little or no tax to
Washington. At hearings last summer before the House Oversight Subcommittee, chairman J. The corporate
shell game has been going on for at least 30 years, ever since multinational operations became a significant
factor in the corporate world, and there have been periodic attempts to crack down. That year was an
aberration; before and since, overseas companies in the United States have actually reported net profits, albeit
tiny ones. But the "loss" was riveting. Congress voted a stiff new 20 percent fine and gave the IRS broader
power to subpoena records from parent companies overseas. The tax agency also got to expand its overworked
international staff and dangle a small salary premium to recruit talent. Abuses in pricing across borders "transfer pricing," in corporate jargon - are illegal, if they can be proved. What would have been profits from
the United States had wafted back to Japan. But such triumphs are rare, and the hurdles are mountainous. For
one thing, small armies of accountants are needed to sift through corporate records in several countries, even if
access is granted - by no means a sure thing. In one case, an agent who requested a specific document was sent
40 boxes of papers, without an index. Trained economists must rule in each case whether costs were
realistically allocated. And since real-world cases are usually far more subtle than simple illustrative
anecdotes, there is room for years of legal maneuvering over disputed facts, accounting practices and business
judgments. Some abuses are blatant. One foreign manufacturer, for instance, sold TV sets to its U. Most cases
are nowhere near as clear. What if the set sold outside has a slight change in the casing? Which subsidiary gets
charged for shipping and insurance? The result, says the tax agency, was that Yamaha Motor U. But Yamaha
argues that the IRS case ignores the colossal reality of the recession, which caught the company just as
unprepared as its U. Tax Court is mulling the case. American-based multinationals have also been accused of
squirreling profits away. Westinghouse Electric managed to book 27 percent of its domestic profit in Puerto
Rico, where its final sales are tiny. To spur the Puerto Rican economy, Washington has set the corporate-tax
rate there at zero. Westinghouse says the accounting is proper, since its "highest-profit products are made in
Puerto Rico. Experts call that a crude weapon that may well fail to stand up in court; even the IRS initially
objected to it. And in testing their new subpoena powers in foreign countries, IRS agents will be under the
scrutiny of tax people there, who stand to lose any taxes that Uncle Sam succeeds in claiming. The prospects
for litigation are wearying. When it comes to litigation, the IRS may also find little comfort in its expanded
international staff to from or its big-city salary premiums of 8 percent over government standards. The agency
is now eight years behind in merely auditing multinationals; corporate officials who make a decision may well
be dead or transferred when the tax people finally show up to question it. And in competing for legal and
accounting talent, the IRS is still severely outmatched. At one major multinational firm, the head of taxes says
he tries to do the right thing. Ideally, that might be a whole new approach to international taxes, one that
ignores the details of transactions and focuses on allocating shares of the total profit. In the long run,
reforming international taxes along those lines may be inevitable. But any such attempt would be formidably
complicated; few major foreign countries would welcome an overhaul of the entire structure, which in effect
would require unanimous consent. For the foreseeable future, the corporate shell game goes on. By using tax
havens and "trick" pricing, a corporation could slash its U. This typical transaction follows one trail. No profit
is earned. The Irish subsidiary then lends money to the U.
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Des Moines Corporate Games. The Des Moines Corporate Games is a company based competition, starting June 1 and
ending July 31, that enables and supports teamwork, company pride and corporate wellness through healthy
competition.

Often times, viewers of these shows say to themselves "these questions are easy, I should be on that show"!
Well, step up to the plate, because the Game Show Connection has just the thing you have been waiting for!
We bring the studio production of these classic TV game shows to your event - complete with digital scoring,
lighting, sound effects and a professional game show host. Our custom game shows can include fun,
entertainment trivia, such as music, movies, sports and TV trivia. The popularity of TV game shows has
created a significant demand from corporate clients for game shows at company picnics, banquets, holiday
parties and training sessions. Our customized game shows are designed to promote communication, energize
teams, stimulate problem solving and build morale. Over the last twenty years, we have continued to develop
and improve our game show systems, so that your team members feel like they are entering a mini TV studio
set. Our game show host will present this game show just as you see on TV. We can use our survey questions,
or your customized survey questions. This classic word puzzle TV game show can be played with three
players as seen on TV , or with six players with three teams of two. The "wheel" format is often used as a
supplement to our Quiz Show Challenge game show. Word puzzles can be selected from our popular puzzles,
or they can be customized to meet your needs. Players press a game show button to activate the software based
wheel. All other aspects of our wheel game play "as seen on TV". In It To Win It is a game where players
perform a variety of physical challenges in under a minute. We have a variety of creative challenges for your
employees or guests, which require them to use their creativity and whit to complete. Single players or teams
can compete against one another. This is a great team building game, and can be incorporated with other
games. Team Face Off is an exciting, fast paced game show that uses teams of 4 â€” 8 players. Looking for a
way to include large numbers of guests or employees to play trivia games? Our wireless audience response
system is a great option to get everyone involved. Wireless keypads can be used strictly for entertainment,
training, or a combination of the two. The Challenge Quiz Show" format has endless trivia possibilities. Our
game show hosts have thousands of fun, entertainment trivia questions. We have sound clips from movies, TV
shows, music, sports and many others that create an exciting game show. Client Testimonials "The set was
amazing! Super professional and looked like a real game show. I would highly recommend them to anyone
looking for a fun, team building event. Our team members are still talking about the game show! Sign up for
our once a month newsletter for team building ideas.
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About This Game The Corporate Machineâ„¢ is Stardock's classic real-time economic strategy game, available now on
Steam. Dive back into the timeless battle for one of the most ruthless environments ever created: international trade.

Conduct successful team-building sessions that utilize corporate games in settings such as a company retreat,
training event or team meeting. Ideas for corporate games include scavenger hunts, sports competitions or
other recreational activities, game shows and contests. Games help employees learn new skills, techniques and
strategies. Analysis By conducting regular employee satisfaction surveys, employers identify employee
concerns. Games could be used in sales training, new employee orientation, team building and management
training. Maybe you have identified performance gaps. To fill gaps, create corporate games on critical topics
such as developing business acumen, valuing diversity, adhering to ethical business practices and upholding
standards of business conduct. Design Designing effective corporate games involves identifying clear
objectives. For example, you might design a game to teach people how to negotiate more effectively. By
creating relevant challenges, scenarios and interactivity, corporate games encourage learning. For example,
design a team-building game that challenges people to avoid hidden agendas, prevent internal competition,
discourage defensiveness, supports diversity and rewards dependability and sharing credit. Other ideas for
corporate games include icebreaker activities, simulations and contests. For example, award a prize for the
employee who accrues the most volunteer hours. This encourages employees to participate in the community.
Development Managers will prepare materials, rules and supplementary resources that participants use to play.
Create online games using free tools to create activities such as puzzles, scavenger hunts, card games or
contests. Provide opportunities to practice over and over in a protected environment, with immediate feedback,
because this typically leads to improved performance back on the job, higher productivity, fewer errors and
higher job satisfaction. Utilize technology when available and appropriate. For example, if your sales force has
smartphones, deploy corporate games on mobile devices. Then, when the sales people have free time, while
waiting in airports or hotels, they can play. This leads to ongoing learning and development. Types Planning
scavenger hunt-style games involve listing questions, challenges or clues. Use scavenger hunt games to
promote awareness about corporate policies, procedures, products and services. Creating quiz-show games
involves developing a list a questions and answers. To foster both corporate team building and health and
wellness, sponsor team sports activities such as volleyball, basketball and bowling. This encourages people
from different parts of your business to come together outside of traditional work roles.
8: The Rise of Corporate Games
Fun for all ages and suitable for all locations - these game shows for corporate events allow everyone to showcase their
knowledge of various subjects including pop culture, current events, and even customized trivia to suit your corporate
identity and history.

9: The Corporate Machineâ„¢ - A Strategy Game of Corporate Warfare
The Game Show Connection is the nations premier team building game show production company for corporate events,
company parties, meetings, conferences and trade shows. Sign up for our once a month newsletter for team building
ideas.
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